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Butterfly Girl EP



Songs 
 
1. You Left Me (feat. Richard Holmsen)
2. She Hit Me With a Raincloud
3. If You Were Coming in the Fall (feat. Alison Eales)
4. Butterfly Girl
5. Half Dozen Lily Pads
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Credits 
All songs written, recorded, mixed and performed by Featherfin.
Vocals and acoustic guitar on track 1 by Richard Holmsen. 
Vocals on track 3 by Alison Eales.

Choir and backing vocals by the Butterfly Girls and Boys Choir (Lawrence 
McCluskey (Bubblegum Lemonade), Mikael Mannerlin (Juni Järvi), Garry 
Hoggan (All My Friends/The Color Waves), Magne Velle (Morgenfugl), Henry 
Toft Jørgensen (Early To Bed/Uncle Rico), Chris Morgan (The Deddingtons/ 
Reporters), Christine Holmsen Lindbjør, Benjamin Lindbjør, Featherfin). 
 
All other vocals and hums by Featherfin. 
 
Lyrics for track 1 and 3 are from poems by Emily Dickinson
All songs mastered by Cris Romero.  
 
All songs are licensed under a Creative Commons license: https://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/

Cover art by Featherfin. 
Booklet by Silja Haddal Mork.



Hello, dear ePop listeners. It’s been a 
while, but we are happily rested after 
last summer’s launch of the 3-volume 
“Between Two Waves - The Second 
Wave” compilation. 
 
Now we are back - with a light and 
dreamy EP by our very own Featherfin, 
aka EardrumsPop’s Knut. On his EP we 
also hear guest appearances by Alison 
Eales and Richard Holmsen, and two 
of the tracks feature lyrics by a certain 
Emily Dickinson (1830-1886). 
 
Our Knut is naturally a bit shy about his 
own music and artwork... the rest of the 
team have been quite taken with it and 
we hope you like it as much as we do!

A feathery light, dreamy electropop EP 
featuring Emily Dickinson...

"Featherf in's melodies are light and dreamy, sweet electro-
pop with great guest vocals and lyrics by one of the world's 
f inest poets. Pop is the thing of Featherf in!" 
Silja ePoP

"Escape with Featherfin on a little trip. A journey with 
melodic interspaces, experimental turnings, but with a 
distinct goal in sight for all dedicated travellers out there: 
Pause, relax, smile. It'll be fine." 
Stefan ePoP

"Beautifully orchestrated electropop with captivating hooks 
and refrains that will sooth the ears while the gorgeous 
colour saturated videos accentuate the experience!"
tim ePoP
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http://www.eardrumspop.com/2014/05/27/epop037-between-two-waves-the-second-wave-vol-abc/
http://www.eardrumspop.com/2014/05/27/epop037-between-two-waves-the-second-wave-vol-abc/


Introducing Featherfin:
Featherfin is an art and music project 
from Norway. His music and his 
digital collages are created in similar 
ways; layers upon layers of sound 
and images, a bit of this and a bit of 
that, often with elements that don’t 
match in “real life”. 

Featherfin likes to mix the highly 
electronic with the organic. 
Experimentation is close to his heart, 
but so is pop, melody and harmonies. 
His music can be diverse, from the 
very light and childlike to the dark, 
aggressive and moody. 
 
Featherfin has previously played in 
synthpop, electronica and industrial 
bands, but is now working with the iPad 
as his main music tool.

1. He once played alto balalaika in the 
only Balalaika orchestra in Norway. 

2. At a concert with his industrial synth 
project Serve Me A Head in the late 
80s, women’s underwear were thrown to 
the stage during the gig. In addition to 
getting a rejection letter from 4AD, that 
is still his proudest moment in music. 

3. The gig posters for a one-off 
improvised noise project he participated 
in (using oil barrels as drums, and 
guitars played with metal sticks) all had 
different names for the band because 
they never could agree on what they 
should call themselves.  

4. The name “Featherfin” comes from 
his interest in aquatic life, and it’s the 
name of the  feather-like fins of several 
species of fish.

Music videos: 
If You Were Coming in the Fall: http://youtu.be/c7ctYvQU5jM
You Left Me: http://youtu.be/rr3c1FLp4lk

 

Featherfin links:  
https://www.facebook.com/featherfinmusic
https://featherfin.bandcamp.com/
https://soundcloud.com/featherfin
https://twitter.com/eardrums

“FIN FACTS” ABOUT 
FEATHERFIN:
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This may be where I may have my musical genes from. The man with the guitar is my father, who played and performed (guitar, harmonica, accordion) occasionally during the 50s. 60s and 70s. Sadly, I destroyed the guitar on the photo when I was a kid. My grandmother and grandfather had moved to a home for the elderly, and we were going to empty their old house for furniture and things, before it was going to be sold. I found the guitar, which was not in fully in order, and my father wanted to throw it away with the rest of the stuff that was ready for a big container. While the grown-ups carried out furniture, I played guitar like a rock-hero, and inspired by TV-films about The Who, I ended my show by smashing the guitar in the asphalt and totally destroying it. It felt really great back then, but I have huge regrets about my sins as a young boy now. That was a really cool guitar...  

In the mid 90s, I played alto balalaika in the only Balalaika orchestra in Norway. I had a big interest in learning instru-ments of all kinds at the moment, and had just finished a course for African Djembe-drums, so I was easy to convince when these guys hijacked me to become a member. I was visiting the orchestra to make a radio reportage, when during the small-talk, I was asked if I wanted to become a member. We played concerts regularly, also with well known Russian artists like Alexander Tsygankov (“The Russian Paganini”), Inna Shevchenko and the Norwegian comedian Harald Heide Steen Jr (who had a famous sketch about the balalaika).

Featherfin’s life in music
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This is the synth-pop band Monument from Tromsø, Norway. Band members Knut B. Lindbjør, Tao Seim and Roar Hanssen. Active from 1985-1987. Two demos recorded, never released. We had big dreams, and concerts with constantly failing equipment.

SEA was an electronica-project active from 1996-2000 featuring Jan Yngve Sand, Richard Holmsen and myself. Since me and Jan Yngve lived in the far north and Richard in the south of Norway, - and this was before the high speed internet connections made it possible to do long distance collaborations - we had some intense recording- and music making sessions for a week or two, and then we had months with only a few rehearsals. The Tromsø electronica scene was big at the time, and we usually got free studio time by letting the owners lend our equipment. The guys from Röyksopp were frequently around in the studio while we were there, and they recorded their first songs in that same studio. If I am not wrong, they use our drum machine on their debut album. SEA almost  got signed by 4AD. The A&R team were positive, but Ivo himself didn’t want another electronic band, since they just signed Gus Gus. Our proudest moment is getting the rejection letter. 2 songs by SEA are available on a couple of compilation albums. 
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Guest vocals by:

ALISON EALES: 

Alison is a singer/musician/songwriter from Glasgow, Scotland, who is currently a part of 
the project The Color Waves. She is also playing in Butcher Boy and has been a part of All My 
Friends. Alison has released an EP with her own music on EardrumsPop.
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/TheColorWaves 
 

RICHARD HOLMSEN: 

Richard is a singer/songwriter/guitarist from Drammen, Norway. He is currently a solo artist,  
working on his debut album and playing concerts. In the 90s/00s he had some success in 
Europe and released two albums as the singer in the SONY-signed band Delaware.
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/pages/Richard-Holmsen/92224678607?fref=ts 
 

THE BUTTERFLY GIRLS AND BOYS CHOIR: 

The choir on “You Left Me” was put together by Featherfin by asking several people he 
respected highly to add vocal-parts to a section of the song. The parts were recorded 
individually, and sent to Featherfin, who placed and arranged them in the song. The 
members of this “virtual choir” are Garry Hoggan (The Color Waves/All My Friends), 
Lawrence McCluskey (Bubblegum Lemonade), Chris Morgan (The Deddingtons/Reporters), 
Mikael Mannerlin (Juni Järvi), Henry Toft Jørgensen (Early To Bed/ Uncle Rico), Magne Velle 
(Morgenfugl), Christine Holmsen Lindbjør, Benjamin Lindbjør and Featherfin.
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The artwork (by Featherfin)
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Featherfin’s favourite illustration 
tools are: Photoshop, pencils and pens, 
colour pencils, water colour, scissors, 
paper, his iPad, his stylus, his 
Procreate app, words and poems. For 
videos, Photoshop and After Effects.

Featherfin created his own artwork for the 
EP as well as the videos. He has previously 
illustrated Volume C of our Between Two 
Waves - The Second Wave compilation, and 
he is the one who makes most of the ePop 
banners, too. Here are some other examples 
of Featherfin’s art.

Illustrator interview: 
http://www.eardrumspop.com/2015/02/23/illustrator-interview-featherfin/

“When I was a kid, I could spend 
hours sitting by the kitchen table, 
drawing, and I always drew some 
kind of story. If I drew a man, I 
always knew more about this 
guy than what was visible on the 
paper. Today, it’s similar. I make 
small stories, and they come alive 
while I make the artwork...”

featherfin



FOR MORE FREE, BEAUTIFUL MUSIC: 
http://eardrumspop.com

http://facebook.com/eardrumspop 

http://twitter.com/eardrumspop 

 

Please help us spread the word 

about EardrumsPop! 

Stefan, Tim, Knut and Silja :-)

EardrumsPop is a netlabel which releases great music for free. 
 
The people who run the label are Stefan (@stevefan) from Germany, Tim (@tenacioustim), an 
American residing in Ireland and the two Norwegians Knut (@eardrums) and Silja (@silja_hm). 
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Last summer we launched the three-volume 

compilation Between Two Waves - The Second 

Wave, check it out HERE.

http://www.eardrumspop.com/2014/05/27/epop037-between-two-waves-the-second-wave-vol-abc/

